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Design Process
From ideas ... to real world solutions
New product development has been a defining element throughout
our history.
The nature of our products is such that they must be designed to
resist the numerous challenges faced within the urban landscape.
We continuously enhance our product range and pave the way in the
market by introducing unique products.
Working together with our innovative design team, we want to
provide real world solutions, tailored to meeting your needs.

The cycle starts with our Research and Development
team exploring new product ideas and investigating what
the market needs. Our sales team provide background
information and an insight into the challenges that our
customers face. We also visit and speak to customers to
see how we can help make life easier for them!

Continued Support

Developing A Concept & Design
With research and customer focus in mind, our design
team set to work in our purpose built Innovation Centre
developing concept ideas. All designs go through a
number of concept visuals and feasibility discussions,
accompanied by constant feedback from customers.

Model Sampling & Tooling

The Life Cycle of our products doesn't end with the
product being launched. Both our Sales and Technical
teams are on hand to provide any assistance and advice
on any variants or spares that may be required.

Once happy with the concept, a number of different
models such as block, working and CAD are created.
These models are presented and shown to our Sales
team and customers. The CAD data is then checked for
fit, function and manufacturability before being issued to
a toolmaker ready for tooling production to commence.

Stocked & Launched

Quality Testing

Our operations team make sure that all the necessary
components are on the system and ordered to allow
production to begin and the product to be stocked. All
the relevant literature is then documented before being
named, photographed and launched to our Sales team
and then customers!

Our products go through a number of tests and
procedures to ensure that they provide ongoing quality to
our customers. Testing includes service, environmental,
vandal and independent. Before approval they are then
patented, design registered and CE marked where
required.
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ABOUT US

Research & Customer Focus

Visit Our Website
www.glasdon.com
Visit our web page for more information on:

Customer Care FAQs
Shopping should be a breeze - so we do everything we can to
make it just that! On the off-chance your question hasn't been
answered, please don't hesitate to drop us a message.

What forms of payment do you
accept?
We accept Visa, Mastercard, American
Express, Discover and JCB through our
online shopping cart. Or if you prefer,
we also accept purchase orders.

Do you offer discounts for
large orders?
We understand the restraints of
budgets which is why, depending on
the size and nature of your order, we
may be able to apply a discount to
large orders. Please contact us for a
quote.

How long does it take to
despatch my order?
We will aim to despatch your order
within 48 hours of receipt, subject to
inventory availability at our warehouse
facility in Sandston, VA.
Orders received for non-standard or
personalized items, or where inventory
is not available, will be despatched as
quickly as possible. In those situations,
our friendly customer service team
will be on-hand to provide you with an
estimated despatch date.

Can I customize my bin?
Absolutely! We've been personalizing
our containers for nearly as long as
we've been making them. You can
change colors, apertures and signage
and even add your organization's
branding on most of our containers.
Find some inspiration on our
personalization page or if you already
have an idea in mind, drop us an email
and we will whip you up a free CAD
illustration of your desired design.

Glasdon News Streams
Glasdon Jubilee™ 29G in Downtown
Boston

Downtown Boston Business
Improvement District (BID) serves as
the location of several retail stores,
corporate headquarters, historic
attractions and over 100 restaurants.
As part of their aim to create a clean,
vibrant and safe visitor experience, the
district were looking for a number of
trash cans to help keep the sidewalks
and streets free of waste.
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Supporting Noah’s A.R.C

The Miami Foundation's Public Space
Challenge 2016 uncovers the best ideas
for creating, improving and activating
parks, plazas and local gathering places.
Among the 2016 grant winners was
Noah LaFleur, a 13 year old environment
enthusiast who aims to reduce litter and
promote environmentally-friendly habits
among his community.

Public Space Recycling – The Power
of Design

More communities are beginning
to introduce recycling containers
to parks and recreational areas,
motivated by maintaining a cleaner
community, establishing a positive
image and reinforcing sustainable
behavior. However, the real challenge
of recycling is not necessarily technical
but behavioral; park managers know
that recycling is not simply providing
recycling bins and hoping people
will use them. Behavior needs to be
initiated and changed by the surrounding
environment, reinforcing the idea that
when it comes to public space recycling;
design is key.

Customer Reviews
As part of Glasdon's commitment to exceptional customer service, we invite customers to complete a Customer
Satisfaction review.
We ask customers to rate our performance on a scale of 1-5: how we handled their initial inquiry, delivery performance, product quality, after
sales service and overall satisfaction with the process.

Town of Golden Beach
Name: Miss M**** C***
1. Initial order satisfaction:
2. Delivery:

HHHHH
4. After-sales service: HHHHH
5. Overall satisfaction HHHHH
3. Quality of product(s):

HHHHH

HHHHH

“ Our residents love the animal shape trash receptacles and would highly recommend them to other cities.”
Keep Charlotte Beautiful Inc.
Name: Mrs R***** H*****
1. Initial order satisfaction:
2. Delivery:

HHHHH
4. After-sales service: HHHHH
5. Overall satisfaction HHHHH
3. Quality of product(s):

HHHHH

HHHHH

were really happy with the fact that the order came much faster than we thought it would. The City of Punta Gorda that we
“wereWeworking
with are happy with the quality! You guys were great through the whole process.
”

Foster Township Supervisors
Name: Ms G**** E****
1. Initial order satisfaction:
2. Delivery:

HHHHH

HHHHH
HHHHH
5. Overall satisfaction HHHHH
3. Quality of product(s):

HHHHH

4. After-sales service:

How To See Our Products
We plan to attend trade shows around the United States and details will be posted on our website.
If you are planning to visit our stand to view a specific product, please call us in advance to ensure this product is available to view on the day.
Our office and warehouse facility adjacent to Richmond International Airport, has a product demonstration area to allow customers to view our
complete product range.
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Personalization & Branding
Personalizing our products is a popular choice among
our customers and adds that personal touch to your
waste management and recycling program. It is also an
effective way of communicating your waste reduction
messages and enhancing your facility.

Step 1. Choose from a wide range of
products and personalization options
including:
Branding, corporate color schemes, bespoke waste
streams, campaign messaging and changeable poster kits.

PERSONALIZATION & BRANDING

Our experienced sales team will advise you on the personalization options of your
chosen product.
We can also send you examples of some of our tried and tested visuals for a little
inspiration.

Step 2. Selecting Standard Options
Many of our products offer standard decals and poster kits to choose from at
the point of ordering. Simply select from the drop down menu the option you
require.

Step 3. Looking for Something Different?
If you would like to adapt a standard option by changing decal colors and
waste streams or to include an element of branding, or perhaps you would like
to create something completely unique, we can help. Our Sales team will be
happy to learn more about your project and requirements. We will work with
you to achieve the finish you require.

Step 4. Free Visualization Service
Our sales team will then liaise with our in-house graphics team to prepare a visual of the product
with your chosen personalization, of which you’re able to review and make changes to if required.
This is a free service offered to all Glasdon customers.

Glasdon Jubilee
Jub

Pl

Nexus 26G

Nexus 26G

C0110/0898

a st

i c Fi l m O n

ly

C0110/0884

Pl a s t ic

C0110/0883

C0110/0881
C0110/0882

Glasdon, Inc.
5200D Anthony Road
Sandston, VA 23150

C0110/0880

©Glasdon Inc 2015

PB1549 PT 05/20/16
05/
GINC

PB1156 PT 03/02/15 GINC - ParknPool
Glasdon, Inc.
5200D Anthony Road
Sandston, VA 23150

Downtown Boston

Business District

Glasdon, Inc.
5200D Anthony
Road
Sandston, VA 23150
©Glasdon Inc 2016

PB827 JD 11/06/13 GINC - Dart-Dunkin’ Donuts
©Glasdon Inc 2013

Step 5. Artwork Approval
We are committed to making sure the end result is exactly right for you. So when you are
completely happy with the visual and have agreed any of the additional production costs, we will
finalize and deliver your personalized order.

For a unique personalization service with a quality by design finish… talk to us today!
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Fil m

O n ly

Personalization & Branding
Aperture

Create your
own look

Choose your aperture / color

If you have an idea
on how you want
to personalize your
product, send it to us
and we will create a
visual mock-up free of
charge.

Recycling Decal
Choose your waste stream / color

Other Plastic

Plastic/Glass/Cans

Cups

Your Logo
Add your own logo or
message

(Create non-standard waste streams tailored to you)

Need a little inspiration? Check out some of the personalized
orders from companies both large & small.
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Nexus® 26G Recycling Bin
The exciting Nexus 26G is a stylish and modern recycling unit
designed to co-ordinate with the Nexus range and enhance
any environments. The unit offers excellent flexibility to
match diverse recycling requirements, and can be sited
side-by-side or back-to-back to create a centralized recycling
station.
Design Features
• Bag Holder System.
• Pivoting Lid and Lid Stay.
• Key-lock (Confidential Paper
Unit Only).
• Heavy Duty Wheels on Door.
• Drip Tray.
• Non Marking Durapol Feet.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.

Materials
Body, door, lid & apertures:
Duratec™.
Bag holder system: Durapol™.
Dimensions
Capacity: 26 gallons
Height: 40“
Width: 21“
(width c/w one side pod: 27“,
width c/w two side pods: 32“)
Depth: 16“
Weight: 27lbs

RECYCLING CONTAINERS

Optional Extras
• Key-lock (for Paper, Bottle, Can
and Non Recyclables Units)
(Locks can be retro-fitted).
• Sign Kit / Graphic Holder.
• Reservoir Side Pod or Trash
Side Pod.
• Nexus Duo split unit.
• Flip Lid.
• Multi Container Connector Kit.
• Oxo-degradable bags.
• Personalization.

Colors
Body: Mid Gray.
Door: Pastel Gray.
Apertures:
Standard colors: Pastel Green,
Pastel Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow,
Dark Gray.
Non standard colors: Black, Lime
Green.
Flip Lid: Dark Gray.
Reservoir pod color: Dark Gray.
Cup Bank: Brown

Select your choice of color and aperture
Paper

Pastel
Green

Cans/Bottles

Pastel
Blue

Red

Duo

Orange

Yellow

Pastel
Blue

Open Top

Pastel
Green

Flip Lid

Dark
Gray

Pastel
Blue

Red

Orange

Yellow

Cup Bank

Brown

Standard Graphic Options
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Dark
Gray

Pastel
Gray

Eco Nexus® 16G & 23G Recycling Bin
The economical Eco Nexus recycling containers are available
as a 16 gallon or 23 gallon capacity unit. The units take up
minimal space, which allows flexibility of siting. Vibrant
colored lids with a choice of aperture options are available to
encourage correct recycling usage. Standard recycling graphic
options are available for the front or the side of the container.
Design Features
• Range of recycling lids.
• Integral bag holder system.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.
• Key-lock (Confidential Paper
Unit Only).
• Available in packs of 5 units
(without recycling lids)
Optional Extras
• Flip lid.
• Sign Kit / Graphic Holder.
• Key-lock (for Paper, Bottle, Can
and Non Recyclables Units)
(Locks can be retro-fitted).
• Reservoir / Cup Bank Lid.
• Wheel kit.
• Personalization.

Material
Body & hood: Durapol.
Dimensions
Eco Nexus 16G
Capacity: 16 gallons
Height: 27“
Width (with lid): 21“
Depth: 14“
Weight: 9lbs
Eco Nexus 23G
Capacity: 23 gallons
Height: 35“
Width (with lid): 21“
Depth: 14“
Weight: 10lbs
Colors
Body: Mid Gray or Blue (16G only)
Lid: Pastel Green, Pastel Blue,
Red, Orange, Yellow, Black, Dark
Gray, Lime Green, Magenta,
Green.
Cup Bank: Brown

Select your choice of color and aperture
Paper

Mixed Recyclables

Cans/Bottles

Pastel
Blue

Pastel
Green

Red

Orange

Yellow

Lime
Green

Cup Bank

Open Top

Gray

Pastel
Blue

Pastel
Blue

Black

Magenta

Brown

Flip Lid

Lime
Green

Green

Pastel
Green

Pastel
Blue

Red Magenta Orange Yellow

Gray

Black

Plastic
Cans

Plastic
Cans

Cans

Plastic

Duo
Eco Nexus Duo can be supplied with
combination Mixed Recyclables/
Trash graphics as standard, or any
combination of recycling streams to
special order.

Standard Graphic Options
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Nexus® 13G Recycling Bin
The sleek, contemporary design of the Nexus 13G range of
indoor recycling containers will complement any environment,
helping to encourage the efficient collection and segregation
of recyclable waste.
Design Features
• Bag Holder System.
• Removable Door.
• Key-lock (Confidential Paper
Unit Only).
• Non marking Durapol feet.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.

Materials
Body & door: Duratec.
Bag holder system: Durapol.
Dimensions
Capacity: 13 gallons
Height: 27“
Width: 12“
Depth: 20“
Weight: 9lbs

Optional Extras
• Key-lock (for Paper, Bottle, Can
and Non Recyclables Units)
(Locks can be retro-fitted).
• Sign Kit / Graphic Holder (Rear,
Post or Wall Mounted).
• Flip Lid.
• Connector Kit.
• Clear plastic bags, size: 16“
diameter x 40“.
• Personalization.

Colors
Body: Mid Gray.
Door: Pastel Gray.
Apertures: Pastel Green, Pastel
Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow, Black,
Dark Gray, Lime Green.
Flip Lid: Dark Gray.

Select your choice of color and aperture
Paper

Pastel
Green

Cans/Bottles

Pastel
Blue

Pastel
Green

Red

Orange Yellow

Pastel
Blue

Open Top

Pastel
Green

Pastel
Blue

Flip Lid

Red

Orange Yellow

Black

Standard Graphic Options
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Dark
Gray

Dark
Gray

Lime
Green

Dark
Gray

Nexus® 8G Recycling Bin
The compact design of Nexus 8G recycling containers make
them ideal for locations where space is limited, as they can
be used for collecting smaller waste streams such as office
food waste and batteries. Nexus 8G will complement any
environment, helping to encourage the efficient collection and
segregation of recyclable waste.
Design Features
• Molded-in bag holder system.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.
• Key-lock (Confidential Paper
Unit Only).
Optional Extras
• Key-lock (for Paper, Bottle, Can
and Non Recyclables Units)
(Locks can be retro-fitted).
• Flip lid.
• Blank lid.
• Sign Kit / Graphic Holder.
• Handle.
• Wall mounting kit.
• Personalization.

Material
Body & lid: Duratec.
Dimensions
Capacity: 8 gallons
Height: 25“
Width: 13“
Depth: 12“
Weight: 6lbs
Colors
Body: Pastel Gray.
Lid: Mid Gray.
Apertures: Pastel Green, Pastel
Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow, Black,
Dark Gray, Lime Green, Magenta,
Green.
Blank Lid: Dark Gray.

Select your choice of color and aperture
Paper

Pastel
Green

Cans/Bottles

Pastel
Green

Pastel
Blue

Open Top

Red

Orange Yellow

Pastel Magenta Dark
Gray
Blue

Flip Lid

Pastel
Green

Pastel
Blue

Red

Orange

Pastel
Green

Pastel
Blue

Yellow

Black

Dark
Gray

Lime
Green

Black

Dark
Gray

Red

Orange Yellow

Lime Magenta Green
Green

Blank
Lid
Magenta Green

Dark
Gray

Standard Graphic Options
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Nexus® 36G Recycling Bin
The Nexus 36G range of recycling containers has been
designed for areas where a large capacity container is
required for collecting recyclable waste, yet a modern, stylish
appearance is also desired.
Design Features
• Bag Holder System.
• Removable door.
• Key-lock (Confidential paper
unit only).
• Molded base board recess.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.
Optional Extras
• Rear wheels and handles.
• Key-lock (for Paper, Bottle, Can
and Non Recyclables Units).
• Sign Kit / Graphic Holder (Post
or Wall Mounted).
• Clear plastic bags, size:
20“diameter x 45“.
• Woven Polypropylene liner c/w
Velcro strap.
• Personalization.

Materials
Body & door: Durapol.
Bag Holder System: Stainless
Steel.
Dimensions
Capacity: 36 gallons
Height: 47“
Width: 23“
Depth: 24“
Weight: 49lbs
Colors
Body & Door:
Standard color: Cool Light Gray.
Non standard colors: Red, Dark
Blue, Deep Green, Black.
Apertures:
Standard color: Pastel Green,
Pastel Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow,
Cool Light Gray, Deep Green and
Black.

Select your choice of color and aperture
Paper

Pastel
Blue

Cans/Bottles

Pastel
Green

Red

Orange

Pastel
Blue

Mixed Recyclables Swing Lid

Pastel
Blue

Cool Light
Gray

Plastic Bag

Black

Open Front

Black

Standard Graphic Options
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Yellow

Deep
Green

Cool Light
Gray

Nexus® Shuttle Food Waste Recycling Bin
The Nexus Shuttle food waste recycling bin can be used
in commercial applications such as kitchens, but is also
extremely suitable for use in front of house settings such as
cafeterias and break rooms. The food waste recycling bin
features a large aperture and foot pedal operation to help
ensure the quick, easy and hygienic disposal of organic waste.
Available with a solid liner or a bag holder system, to suit your
requirements.
The slimline design of Nexus Shuttle takes up minimal space
and the ergonomic height of the unit means it can be stored
under worktops when not in use.
Design Features
• Quick and easy to empty – reduces manual handling problems.
• Manufactured from Durapol material, offering exceptional strength
and durability.
• Smooth contours ensure there are no dirt traps and allows for easy
cleaning and disinfecting.
• Lid overlaps the bin body to help contain any odours from within the
bin.
• Anti-slip rubber feet.
• Lid override mechanism allows the lid to be propped open during
busy shifts.
• Robust stainless steel hinge rod and mechanism.
• Lid stay mechanism enables quick and easy access for cleaning and
emptying.
• Slow closing lid mechanism ensures the lid closes with minimal
sound.

Solid Liner Model
Design Features
• 16 gallon capacity liner.
• Liner lid seals the liner and ensures waste is contained until
emptying.
• Liners can be stacked for ease of storage and transportation.
• Molded liner handles provide a comfortable grip for the user.
• Liner wheels allow the unit to be easily manoeuvred.

Solid Liner Model

Bag Holder Model
Design Features
• Holds a 16 gallon capacity corn starch bag.
• Removable bag support shelf can reduce the capacity to 8 gallons
and/or 11 gallons.
• Quick and easy to empty/replace the bag.
• Bag holder bands hold the bag neatly in place.
• A bag retaining bar protects the bag and helps to contain it within
the bin body.
Optional Extras
• Recessed Food Waste graphics.
• Sign kit.
• Corn Starch bags.
• Bungee cord (Solid Liner Model only).
• Available as a hand operated model for other types of waste
collection.
Materials
Bin body, aperture and lid:
Durapol
Foot pedal: Glass reinforced
nylon
Solid liner and lid: Durapol
Bag holder bands: PVC
Colors
Bin Body: Pastel Gray
Bin Lid: Green or Pastel Gray
Foot Pedal: Black

Specifications
Solid liner: 16 gallons
Bag Holder - full body: 16 gallons
Bag Holder - bottom shelf: 11
gallons
Bag Holder - top shelf: 8 gallons
Height: 34"
Width: 18"
Depth: 17"
Solid liner model: 18lbs
Bag Holder model (c/w one
shelf): 12lbs

Bag Holder Model

Standard Lid & Graphic Options
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C-Thru™ 5Q, 10Q and 15Q Recycling Bin
The C-Thru 5Q, 10Q and 15Q recycle bins are ideal for
collecting small recyclable waste deposits.
The bins have a clear polycarbonate body which is not only
incredibly strong and hard-wearing, but allows the contents to
be seen, helping to minimize the risk of cross-contamination.
The units also feature either an open top or a funnel top
lid with a narrow funnel aperture, allowing small waste
deposits to be accepted (e.g. domestic batteries or coffee
pods), whilst mitigating the risk that other unwanted waste is
deposited.
The top and bottom handles provide easy handling when
it comes to picking up, handling and emptying the C-Thru
recycling bins.
Design Features
• Duratec top and bottom handles for ease of emptying.
• Clear polycarbonate body, displays contents without weakening the
structure.
• Small funnel shaped aperture retains small items should it be
knocked over and reduces cross-contamination with other waste
streams.
• Cushioned rubber internal base protects the base and reduces noise
by softening the landing.
• Screwed on removable top for ease of access.
Optional Extras
• Optional full level indicator to display the maximum load allowance.
• Optional blue recycling decal available to provide clear and easy to
understand instructions.
• Optional open top aperture available for collection of other waste
streams.
Materials
Body: Polycarbonate
Flute/Funnel: Duratec
Foot: Duratec
Handles: Duratec
Internal Base: Rubber
Colors
Bin Body: Clear
Handles: Mid Grey
Flute/Funnel/Foot: Blue, Magenta, Red or Black
Dimensions
Capacity:
Height:
Diameter:
Weight:

C-Thru 5Q
5 quarts
15"3/4
6"1/2
3.11 lbs

C-Thru 10Q
10 quarts
25"1/2
6"1/2
4.01 lbs

C-Thru 15Q
15 quarts
35"1/2
6"1/2
4.76 lbs

Select your choice of color and aperture

Standard Graphic Options

Other Waste Streams
& Personalization
Personalization graphics are
available, please contact us
about your order if you would
like custom graphics.
See pages 6-7 for more
information on personalization
and branding.
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C-Thru™ 50G Recycling Bin
The C-Thru 50G Recycling Bin features a transparent
polycarbonate body which has been purposely-designed for
environments where security is paramount. The receptacle
allows full inspection of contents and complies with
Department of Homeland Security Directive RAILPAX-04-01.
The large capacity of the C-Thru 50G means it is ideal for
collecting material in high traffic areas and can help to reduce
the amount of trash that is taken to landfill.
The unit can be quickly assembled and dismantled which
makes it ideal for use at sporting and music events. The
components are designed to nest within one another and
revert to a flat-pack state, which minimizes the storage space
in which they occupy.
The dedicated apertures and distinguishable decals
reduces the risk of contamination and encourages users
to deposit their waste correctly. The aperture lids are also
conveniently snap-fitted onto the lid ring, which makes them
interchangeable if you wish to collect different types of waste.
The versatility of the receptacle makes it suitable for both
indoor and outdoor use and can be placed freestanding on
firm, even ground or can be sited upon uneven ground using
temporary soft earth anchors.
Non-standard colors for the apertures, lid ring, plinth & decals
are available, please contact us for more information.
Design Features
• Ideal for transport hubs,
stadiums and high-security
events.
• Features a large 50 gallon
capacity making it suitable for
high traffic areas.
• Easily disassembled to
transport & store in a flat-pack
form.
• Dedicated aperture for can &
plastic waste to reduce the risk
of unwanted deposits.
• Supplied with rubber base feet
to provide stability.
• Highly visible & interchangeable
apertures.
• Easy to clean.
Optional Extras
• Optional key lock system for
extra security.
• Personalization

Fixing Options
• Soft earth temporary anchors
(set of 3)
Materials
Body: Polycarbonate
Aperture, Lid ring and Plinth base:
Durapol

Dimensions
Capacity: 50 gallons
Height: 39.6"
Weight: 16 lbs*
*Weight indicated is for locking
model with paper aperture.
Slight weight variations for each
different aperture will exist.
Colors
Lid ring, apertures & plinth: Blue
or Gray
Body: Clear

Select your choice of color and aperture

Standard Graphic Options
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C-Thru™ 48G Recycling Bin
A 48 gallon capacity recycling container with a transparent
body enables viewing of the contents, reducing the risk
of unwanted materials being deposited. The C-Thru 48G is
available with three different hood options (Open Top, Paper
or Cans/Plastic Bottles) all coming as standard with a keyed
locking mechanism.
Design Features
• Key-Lock.
• Choice of apertures – Cans/
Plastic Bottles, Paper and Open
Top.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.
Optional Extras
• Blank Security Hood.
• Personalization.
Materials
Hood & base: Durapol.
Body: Clear polycarbonate.

Dimensions
Capacity: 48 gallons
Height: 39“
Diameter: 23“
Weight: 18lbs
Colors
Body: Clear.
Base: Gray.
Hood:
Standard colors: Blue (Paper only),
Dark Gray (Cans or Bottles only),
Black (Open Top).
Non standard colors: Red (Cans
or Bottles only).

Select your choice of color and aperture

Standard Graphic Options

C-Thru™ 48G Trio Recycling Station
The C-Thru 48G Trio recycling station can keep three types
of recycling waste separate in one container, ideal for limited
spaced areas. The transparent body enables viewing of
contents to ensure that there is no contamination of waste.
Design Features
• Robust hood with keyed-lock
• Removable bag holder system
• Bag holder location brackets
and security cable
• Easily identifiable, color coded
graphics
Optional Extras
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Flush ground fixing
• Internal concrete ballast
• Ground-Lock system

Material
Top and plinth: Durapol
Bag Holder system: Armortec™
coated steel
Body: Clear polycarbonate
Dimensions
Capacity: 48 gallons
Height: 38" (Open Top Model)
42" (Hooded Top Model)
Maximum Diameter: 23"
Weight: 24lbs (Open Top Model)
25lbs (Hooded Top Model)
Colors
Body: Clear
Top and Plinth: Black, Anthracite
Gray

Select your choice of hood
Hooded Top

Graphic Examples
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Open Top

Combo™

Recycling Container with Tray Shelf

The Combo recycle container with tray shelf is ideal for
restaurants, quick service establishments and dining areas.
The front tray shelf allows users to put their serving trays
down and segregate recyclable waste into the correct bin with
both hands.
Design Features
• Open front aperture for ease
of use.
• Hygienic design makes the unit
easy to clean and maintain.
• Tray shelf pivots upwards
for easy access to door for
emptying and cleaning.
• Bag holder system.
Optional Extras
• Personalization.

Materials
Body, door and tray shelf: Durapol
material
Dimensions
Capacity: 36 gallons
Height: 47"
Width: 23"
Depth: 24"
Colors
Body & door:
Standard colors: Red, Cool Light
Gray, Black
Non standard colors: Dark Blue,
Deep Green
Tray shelf: Cool Light Gray.

Standard Graphic Options

Cedar™ Recycling Container
The Cedar Recycling receptacle is a stylish recycling container
which offers an 18 gallon capacity and is available with a
range of attractive recycling graphics.
Design Features
• Rim top in chrome plated steel
• Standard recycling graphic options
Optional Extras
• Personalization
Material
Body: Durapol
Liner: Zinc coated steel
Top: Mild steel with chrome plated finish
Dimensions
Container capacity: 18 gallons
Rigid Liner capacity: 15 gallons
Height: 31"
Diameter: 14"
Weight: 17lbs
Color
Body: Light Gray

Standard Graphic Options
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Glasdon Jubilee™ 29G Recycling Bin
The Glasdon Jubilee 29G recycling bin is ideal for placing in
busy, public spaces such as downtown areas and parks.
An aesthetically pleasing receptacle that is designed to collect
large volumes of recyclable waste. The Glasdon Jubilee 29G
recycling bin features a domed hood to prevent any waste
being left on the top and brightly colored decals, which make
the containers easily identifiable and encourage the efficient
collection and segregation of recyclables.
You can personalize your recycling bin with your organization's
logo, message and colors, please contact us for more
information.
Design Features
• Domed hood
• Four apertures
• Anti-flyposting finish
• Robust interlocking slam shut door
• Concealed knuckle hinge
• Keyed lock
• Liner tray/bait box area
• Choice of graphics available upon request
• Colored Banding
• Choice of metal or molded plastic liner
Optional Extras
• Poster Frame Kits
• Personalization
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchors (adjustable depth)
• Ground-Lock system
Material
Body, door & apertures: Durapol
Metal liner: Mild steel
Molded plastic liner: Polyethylene
Dimensions
Container volume: 34 gallons
Liner capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 46"
Width: 24"
Depth: 22"
Weight: 57lbs
Colors
Body & Door: Black, Anthracite Gray

Standard Graphic Options
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Nexus® 52G Dual Recycling Station
The Nexus 52G twin-liner recycling station allows two
separate streams of recycling to be collected in one single
waste receptacle.
Design Features
• Supplied with 2 x 26 gallons
zinc-coated steel liners
• Robust construction, double
skinned body and doors
• Features two double skinned
3-point interlocking slam shut
doors
• Color-coded apertures and
graphics
• Single keyed twin door opening
system
• Extended aperture ledges
ensure trash always enters
the liner
• Anti fly-posting finish
• Four poster frames
Optional Extras
• 2 x 26 gallon molded plastic
liner
• Aperture blanking panel
• Base tray
• Personalization

Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable
depth)
• Internal ballast

Material
Body & door: Durapol
Dimensions
Container volume: 2 x 36 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 2 x 26 gallons
Height: 46"
Width: 46"
Depth: 23"
Weight: 112lbs (with steel liner)
Colors
Body & Door: Black, Anthracite
Gray
Apertures: Gray, Black, Lime
Green, Blue & Red
(Other colors and graphic options
are available.)

Select your choice of color and aperture

Nexus® 96G Recycling Bin
Nexus 96G is the best choice for large volume outdoor
recycling schemes. The base of the container features a
smooth ramp to ease a wheeled liner in and out.
Design Features
• Houses a 64 gallon or 96 gallon
wheeled liner
• Large recessed lifting handle,
suitable for use with a gloved
hand
• Integrally molded ridges deter
flyposting and graffiti
• Unique corrosion-free locking
mechanism
• Extended aperture ledges help
to ensure litter enters the liner
• Base ramp aids insertion/
removal of the wheeled
container
Optional Extras
• Personalization
• 64 gallon or 96 gallon wheeled
liners are available at an
additional cost.

Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchors (adjustable
depth)
Material
Body: Durapol
Dimensions
Capacity: 96 gallons
Rigid liner options: 64 gallon or 96
gallon wheeled liner
Height: 59"
Width: 32"
Depth: 42"
Weight: 24lbs
Color
Body: Black

Select your choice of color and aperture
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Nexus® City 64G Recycling Bin
The Nexus City 64G is designed to help with the issue
of recycling in public areas by creating an obvious and
noticeable recycling point. The large 64 gallon capacity and
clear recycling decals make it suitable for outside offices,
residential buildings and grocery stores.
Nexus City 64G recycling bin is a robust and attractive
recycling receptacle. Available with either a soft-close aperture
flap or a recycling hood.
Constructed from double skinned Durapol, the Nexus City 64G
is extremely robust and will withstand heavy use and operator
misuse. The material is vandal and weather resistant offering
a long life and minimal maintenance.
Design Features
• Houses a 64 gallon bag holder
system or a 36 gallon wheeled
liner.
• Curved sloping hood prevents
waste being left on top of the
bin.
• Large, clear decals promote
correct use.
• Smooth surfaces inside and
out make cleaning the housing
a simple task.
• Double-skinned construction
adds stability and strength to
ensure a long service life.
• 5-point interlocking slam-shut
door is robust and secure.
• Base ramp makes it easy to roll
a wheeled container in and out
of the housing.

Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable
depth)

Optional Extras
• Poster Frame Kit gives more
flexibility for desired decals.
• Personalization is available,
please contact us for details.

Colors
Body & door: Black
Hood: Black, Blue & Red.
Flap: Black.

Materials
Bin body & Door: Durapol
Hood: Durapol
Dimensions
Liner Capacity (with wheeled
liner): 36 Gallons
Liner Capacity (with bag holder
system): 64 Gallons
Height (Including Hood): 61" 5/8
Height (Excluding Hood): 53" 3/4
Hood Width: 16" 1/2
Width: 29"
Depth: 28" 3/8
Weight (Bin): 55 lbs
Weight (Bin & Ballast): 143 lbs

Standard Hood Colors

Standard Graphic Options

Personalized example
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Glasdon Orbit™ Recycling Bag Holder
Glasdon Orbit recycling bag holder is highly robust, with a
strong bag holder system which securely holds the bag neatly
in position, creating a tidy unit.
Design Features
• Unique bag holder system.
• Integrally molded hinge.
• Anti-flyposting and anti-graffiti
features.
• Durable construction.
• Fixing points for wall or post
mounting.
• Standard Recycling Graphic
Options.
Optional Extra
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Post mounting kit.
• Wall mounting kit.
• Surface mounted post.
• Free standing post.

Material
Body & lid: Durapol.
Dimensions
Capacity: 29 gallons (depending
on bag size)
Height (with lid): 7“
Height (without lid): 5“
Diameter: 16“
Overall depth: 18“
Weight: 5lbs (with lid)
Colors
Body: Black (100% Recycled
Material), Anthracite Gray.
Lid:
Standard colors: Green, Red,
Yellow, Anthracite Gray, Black.
Non standard colors: Blue,
Brown.

Standard Lid Color Options
Green

Red

Yellow

Anthracite
Gray

Black

Standard Graphic Options

Glasdon Orbit™ Trash Bag Holder
The contemporary styled robust bag holder is ideal for any
indoor or outdoor environment. Glasdon Orbit is manufactured
in Durapol vandal resistant, self colored material and is
available with or without a lid.
Design Features
• Unique bag holder system.
• Integrally molded hinge.
• Anti-flyposting and anti-graffiti
features.
• Durable construction.
• Fixing points for wall or post
mounting.
• Trash-it symbol in Gold, Silver
or White.
Optional Extra
• Personalization.

Material
Body & lid: Durapol.
Dimensions
Capacity: 29 gallons (depending
on bag size)
Height (with lid): 7“
Height (without lid): 5“
Diameter: 16“
Overall depth: 18“
Weight: 5lbs (with lid)
Colors
Black, Anthracite Gray.

Fixing Options
• Post mounting kit.
• Wall mounting kit.
• Surface mounted post.
• Free standing post.

Standard Color Options
Black

Anthracite
Gray

without lid
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Glasdon Jubilee™ 29G Trash Can
A traditionally designed aesthetically pleasing trash can. The
Glasdon Jubilee 29G trash can offers exceptional features.
A hidden lift and lock mechanism engages in a 3 point
interlocking slam shut door. The unique ribbed design deters
flyposting and graffiti.
Design Features
• Domed textured cigarette stubber plate in Gold or Gun Metal Gray.
• Domed hood.
• Four apertures.
• Anti-flyposting finish.
• Robust interlocking slam shut door.
• Concealed knuckle hinge.
• Keyed lock.
• Liner tray/bait box area.
Optional Extras
• Ashtray kit (Gold or Gun Metal Gray).
• Poster frame kit.
• Liner elastic bag holder.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock™ System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
Materials
Body & door: Durapol.
Liner: Mild steel.

TRASH CANS

Dimensions
Container volume: 34 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 46“
Width: 24“
Depth: 22“
Weight: 57lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Black, Anthracite Gray.
Non standard colors: Millstone, Dark Blue, Deep Green.

Standard Color Options
Black

Anthracite
Gray

Unique locking mechanism
A unique lift and lock
mechanism engages
the door with the bin
body at three separate
points, to provide a
highly secure, vandal
resistant locking
system.
The door rises and self
returns to the locked
position, therefore will
not accidentally fall
open after the operator
closes it.
Locks are corrosionfree as they do not
incorporate any metal
components.
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Canyon™ Trash Can
The Canyon is a 50 gallon outdoor trash can that has been
specially designed for busy, public spaces such as shopping
malls, sidewalks, beach piers, colleges and universities.
The trash can's large capacity helps to reduce the need for
frequent emptying and the large open topped design makes
depositing trash easy for passing users. The unique ribbed
surface of the trash can provides an anti-fly posting finish,
minimizing the risk of posters being adhered to the unit.
The trash can has 2 recessed US letter size graphic areas
(front and rear) which offer the option to choose either a
standard trash sticker or add a personal touch with your own
customized graphic. Both options are ideal for encouraging
users to utilize the receptacle and dispose of their trash
responsibly.
The Canyon is available to purchase with either a rigid Durapol
liner or a bag holder system.
Design Features
• Large open topped aperture provides ease of use.
• Design suits all outdoor environments.
• 50 gallon capacity helps to reduce frequency of emptying.
• Unique ribbed body creates an anti-fly posting finish.
• Decorative banding & decal stickers enhance appearance.
• Durapol® material offers both vandal and weather resistance.
• Fluted top neatly conceals bag holder system.
• 100% recyclable at the end of its functional life.
Optional Extras
• Personalization.
• Optional base twist lock to secure inner rigid liner.
Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable depth)
• Ground Lock system
• External ballast kit
Materials
Body & Rigid Liner: Durapol (contains a minimum of 20% recycled
material)
Dimensions
Container volume: 50 gallons
Height: 35”
Diameter: 28”
Container weight (with rigid liner): 35 lbs
Container weight (with bag holder): 23 lbs
Colors
Standard color: Black
Non standard colors: Sandstone, Millstone

Standard Color
Black

Bag Holder System

The optional bag holder system is a popular choice as they allow
plastic bags to be fitted in a tidy and easy manner whilst ensuring
that the aesthetics of the bin are not compromised.
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Everglade™ 36G & 22G Trash Can
The Everglade is a popular choice among our range of outside
trash cans. The traditional tulip-designed trash can is heavyduty yet low maintenance unit and is manufactured from 1/4
inch thick Armortec coated steel, which offers outstanding
strength, even in the most adverse of weather conditions.
This outdoor trash can features a large open top design which
allows for the quick and easy disposal of trash.
Design Features
• Manufactured from steel with Armortec coating.
• Stylish, modern design which enhances the appearance of all
external spaces.
• Choice of a bag holder system, metal or molded liner.
• Everglade 36G has a choice of a bag holder system or molded liner.
• Everglade 22G has a choice of a bag holder system, metal or
molded liner.
• Reinforced base provides exceptional strength and vandal
resistance.
Optional Extras
• Optional dome top aperture to restrict deposits (22G model).
• Liner lock (36G model)
Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable depth)
• Ground-Lock system
Materials
Container body: Armortec-coated mild steel.
Liner: Durapol
Fixings: Stainless steel
Dimensions
Capacity:
Height:
Width:
Weight without Liner:
Weight with Liner:

Everglade 36G
36 gallons
32"
30"
93lb
102lbs

Everglade 22G
22 gallons
32”
26”
79lbs
90lbs

Colors
Body: Black, Deep Green (22G Model Only)
Dome Top: Anthracite Gray textured finish

Standard Color Options
Black

Deep Green
(22G model
only)

Liner Lock
Option of a stainless
steel liner lock, to
provide extra security.

Bag Holder System
The optional bag
holder system is a
popular choice as they
allow plastic bags to
be fitted in a tidy and
easy manner.

Everglade 36G
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Topsy Royale™ Trash Can
Topsy Royale is purpose designed for easy emptying without
the need for strenuous lifting. The whole, lightweight trash
can body lifts off the base, then the steel liner requires only a
short lift over the plinth. Topsy Royale trash can has integrally
molded ridges to deter fly posting and has a robust domed
hood to help prevent trash being left on the top of the unit.
Design Features
• Domed hood
• Two large apertures
• Vandal resistant banding
recesses
• Decorative gold or silver bands
• Trash-it symbol in gold or silver
• Anti-fly posting finish
• Keyed lock
• Lift off trash can body
• Zinc-coated steel liner
Optional Extras
• Hood mounted cigarette
stubber plate in Gold or Gun
Metal Gray
• Hood mounted ashtray in Gold
or Gun Metal Gray
• Hood mounted 3 piece
stainless steel ashtray
• Firexpire fire extinguishing
device
• Personalization

Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast
• Ground fixing bolts
• Ground-Lock system
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable
depth)
• Flush ground fixing
Materials
Body: Durapol
Liner: Zinc-coated steel
Dimensions
Container volume: 32 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 24 gallons
Height: 42"
Diameter: 21"
Weight: 32lbs (with steel liner)
Color
Black

Standard Color
Black

Topsy Jubilee™ Trash Can
Topsy Jubilee is a traditional style trash container, manufactured
in Durapol material with a smart textured finish. The trash can
is available with ‘trash’ lettering and bands in gold.
Design Features
• Gold trash legends and bands.
• Key-locking system.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.
Optional Extras
• Hood mounted ashtray.
• Cigarette stubber plate.
• Firexpire fire extinguishing
device.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Dimensions
Container volume: 33 gallons
Liner capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 43“
Maximum diameter: 22“
Weight: 38lbs
Colors
Standard color: Black.
Non standard color: Jubilee
Green.

Standard Color
Black
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Neopolitan™ Trash Can
The 32 gallon capacity Neopolitan trash container features the
Glasdon keyless locking system providing high security and
easy emptying without the need for a key.
Design Features
• Trash-it symbol in Gold, Silver,
Black or White.
• Two decorative Gold or Silver
bands.
• Keyless locking system.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.
Optional Extras
• Hood mounted ashtray.
• Cigarette stubber plate.
• Firexpire fire extinguishing
device.
• Personalization.

Materials
Body & base: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Dimensions
Container volume: 32 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 26 gallons
Height: 41“
Diameter: 24“
Weight: 42lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Millstone,
Sandstone, Black.
Non standard colors: Dark Blue,
Deep Green.

Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Standard Color Options
Millstone

Sandstone

Black

Topsy™ Trash Can
Purpose-designed for easy emptying without the need for
strenuous lifting. The whole body lifts off the base, the liner
then requires only a short lift.
Design Features
• Trash-it symbol in Gold, Silver,
Black or White.
• 5 point key-lock.
• Zinc-coated steel liner or
molded plastic liner.
Optional Extras
• Hood mounted ashtray.
• Cigarette stubber plate.
• Firexpire fire extinguishing
device.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Molded plastic liner: Polyethylene.
Dimensions
Container volume: 29 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 24 gallons
Height: 39“
Diameter: 22“
Weight: 33lbs (with steel liner)
Weight: 29lbs (with plastic liner)
Colors
Standard colors: Red, Dark Blue,
Light Green, Black.
Non standard colors: Yellow, Light
Blue, Deep Green, White, Light
Gray.

Standard Color Options
Red
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Dark Blue

Light
Green

Black

Nexus® City 64G Trash Can
The Nexus City 64G outdoor trash can is an attractive and
large capacity unit that is ideal for exterior communal areas.
Design Features
• Houses a 64 gallon bag holder
system or a 36 gallon wheeled
liner.
• Curved sloping lid prevents
waste being left on top of the
bin.
• Robust aperture flap with large
handle and durable stainless
steel hinge.
• Soft close mechanism ensures
aperture flap always closes
quietly.
• Aperture flap is designed to
create a seal, keeping vermin
out and odors in.
• Large, clear decals promote
correct use.
• Smooth surfaces inside and
out make cleaning the housing
a simple task.
• Double-skinned construction
adds stability and strength to
ensure a long service life.
• 5-point interlocking slam-shut
door is robust and secure.

• Base ramp makes it easy to roll
a wheeled container in and out
of the housing.
Optional Extras
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchors (adjustable
depth)
Material
Durapol
Dimensions
Liner Capacity (with wheeled
liner): 36 gallons
Liner Capacity (with bag holder
system): 64 gallons
Height: 53" 3/4
Width: 29"
Depth: 28" 3/8
Weight (Bin): 55 lbs
Weight (Bin & Ballast): 143 lbs
Colors
Body, door & aperture flap: Black
(contains recycled material).

Standard Color
Black

Nexus® 96G Trash Can
A large capacity trash container that holds 96 gallons of
waste, the Nexus 96G trash receptacle is ideal for areas with
high volumes of waste.
Design Features
• Large recessed lifting handle,
suitable for use with a gloved
hand
• Integrally molded ridges deter
flyposting and graffiti
• Unique corrosion-free locking
mechanism
• Extended aperture ledges help
to ensure litter enters the liner
• Base ramp aids insertion/
removal of the wheeled
container
Optional Extras
• Personalization
• Wheeled liners are available at
an additional cost

Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchors (adjustable
depth)
Materials
Body and door: Durapol™
Material
Dimensions
Capacity: 96 gallons
Liner Options: 64 gallon or 96
gallon wheeled liner
Height: 59"
Width: 32"
Depth: 42"
Weight: 24lbs
Color
Black

Standard Color
Black
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Sherwood™ Trash Can
Sherwood trash can is manufactured from Everwood™
material, a unique, realistic wood grain polymer. Sherwood
is strong and robust and requires minimal maintenance.
Everwood material is vandal and weather resistant, it will not
rot, warp or crack.
Design Features
• Unique realistic wood grain
material
• Tapered design
• Robust bag holder system or
metal liner
• Twist lock
Optional Extras
• Stainless steel Trash-it Plaque
• Stainless steel stubber plate
• Liner twist lock (Open top
model only)
• Firexpire fire extinguishing
device (Hooded model only)

Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable
depth)
• Ground-Lock system
• External ballast
Material
Everwood
Dimensions
Hooded
Liner capacity (Bag holder
system): 20 gallons
Liner capacity (Steel Liner): 17
gallons
Height: 37"
Diameter: 22"
Dia
Weight: 36lbs (with steel liner)
Wei
Open Top
Ope
Liner capacity (Bag holder
Lin
system): 20 gallons
sys
Liner capacity (Steel Liner): 17
Lin
gallons
gal
Height: 28"
Hei
Diameter: 22"
Dia
Weight: 30lbs (with steel liner)
Wei
Colors
Col
Light Oak, Dark Oak
Lig

Community™ Trash Can
The Community is a modern and stylish outdoor trash can that
holds up to 34 gallons of trash.
As standard it is supplied with a key lock which provides
additional security and its Durapol construction offers vandal
and weather resistance.
Design Features
• Trash-it symbol in Gold, Silver,
Black or White.
• Key-lock.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.
Optional Extras
• Hood mounted ashtray.
• Cigarette stubber plate.
• Firexpire fire extinguishing
device.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Dimensions
Container volume: 34 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 42“
Diameter: 20“
Weight: 34lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Millstone,
Sandstone, Black.
Non standard colors: Red, Yellow,
Light Blue, Dark Blue, Light
Green, Deep Green, Light Gray.

Standard Color Options
Millstone
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Sandstone

Black

C-Thru™ 50G Trash Can
The C-Thru 50G Trash Can is a large capacity, clear receptacle
that can be conveniently assembled & dissembled for ease of
use and storage.
Design Features
• Ideal for transport hubs,
stadiums and high-security
events.
• Features a large 50 gallon
capacity making it suitable for
high traffic areas.
• Easily disassembled to
transport & store in a flat-pack
form.
• Supplied with rubber base feet
to provide stability.
• Highly visible & interchangeable
apertures.
• Easy to clean.

Fixing Options
• Soft earth temporary anchors
(set of 3)

Optional Extras
• Optional key lock system for
extra security.
• Personalization.

Colors
Lid ring, apertures & plinth: Gray
Body: Clear

Materials
Body: Polycarbonate
Aperture, Lid ring and Plinth base:
Durapol
Dimensions
Height: 39.6"
Weight: 16 lbs*
Capacity: 50 gallons
*Weight indicated is for locking
model with paper aperture.
Slight weight variations for each
different aperture will exist.

Standard Lid & Color Options

Combo Delta™ Trash Can
The Combo Delta Trash Can has a capacity of 36 gallons and
is ideal for car parks, cafeterias, restaurants and camp sites.
Design Features
• Large wide funnel aperture
• Aperture hood for weather
protection
• Front lip ensures rebound trash
enters the container
• Robust easy to empty bag
holder system
• Easy clean hygienic design
• Target graphic (red and white)
• Recessed areas for decals
• Manufactured in tough
Durapol™ material

Materials
Bin body and door: Durapol
Bag Holder system: Stainless
steel
Dimensions
Capacity: 36 gallons
Height: 61"
Aperture Height: 21"
Width: 19"
Depth: 25"
Weight: 46lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Red, Cool Light
Gray, Black.

Optional Extras
• Personalization.
• Side decal kit
• Top front (Thank You) decal
Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Internal sand ballast (55lbs or
110lbs)

Standard Color Options
Red

Cool Light
Gray

Black
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Admiral™ Trash Can
A stylish, open-topped trash can with a textured finish.
Available with a silver decorative band, you can choose from a
selection of trash-it symbols to match your requirements.
Design Features
• Trash-it symbol in White.
• Zinc-coated steel liner with
twin drop handles.
• Decorative band in Silver.
Optional Extras
• Silver Trash-it symbol.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Dimensions
Rigid liner capacity: 23 gallons
Height: 30“
Diameter: 19“
Weight: 21lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Black, Cool Dark
Gray.

Standard Color Options
Black

Cool Dark
Gray

Integro City™ Ash/Trash Can
A 2-in-1 outdoor trash can which incorporates both an ash
liner and trash liner in one stylish unit, making it the ideal
solution for cigarette waste and general trash control.
Design Features
• Incorporates a 2-in-1 solution
for both cigarette waste &
general trash.
• Manufactured from robust &
corrosion-resistant Durapol®
material.
• Features an ash grille with
large stubbing area for ease
of use.
• Narrow footprint which means
the unit takes up very little
space.
• Front opening door with slam
lock allows for easy operation.
• Clear & instructive cigarette
graphic to encourage users to
utilize the unit.
Optional Extras
• Personalization.

Fixing Options
• Ground fixing bolts
• Concrete-in anchor (adjustable
depth)
• Ground-Lock system
• Wall mounting kit
• Post mounting kit
Materials
Body & door: Durapol
Liners: Zinc-coated steel
Ash Grille: Stainless steel
Dimensions
Rigid trash liner capacity: 9
gallons
Ash liner capacity: 1 gallon
Height: 45"
Width: 17"
Depth: 14"
Weight: 42lbs
Colors
Black, Millstone, Anthracite Gray

Standard Color Options
Black
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Millstone

Anthracite
Gray

TidyBear™ Trash Can
The attractive appearance of TidyBear will appeal to children and help
encourage the correct disposal of trash. Ideal for any indoor or outdoor
children’s area.
Design Features
• Lockable rear opening door.
• Zinc coated steel liner.
• Indoor liner guide ramps.
• Integrally color-molded eyes.
Optional Extra
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).

Materials
Body, mouth & nose: Durapol.
Eyes: Duratec.
Liner: Zinc coated steel.
Dimensions
Container volume: 19 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 14 gallons
Height: 37“
Width: 30“
Depth: 29“
Weight: 44lbs
Colors
Main body: Dark Brown.
Mouth: Light Brown.
Nose: Black.

Splash™ Trash Can
Splash trash can will help to encourage young children to deposit trash
correctly.
Design Features
• Concealed door catches.
• Zinc coated steel liner.
• Trash-it symbol.
Optional Extras
• Molded plastic liner.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Internal concrete ballast.
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Molded plastic liner: Polyethylene.
Dimensions
Container volume: 26 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 23 gallons
Height: 47“
Width: 29“
Depth: 36“
Weight: 52lbs (with steel liner)
Weight: 40lbs (with plastic liner)
Colors
Main body: Dolphin Blue.
Door panel: Ivory.

Froggo™ Trash Can
Froggo trash can is tough, durable and weather-resistant. Children of all
ages will love feeding him trash and he is just as popular with adults.
Design Features
• Key-locking door panel.
• Zinc coated steel liner.
• Location-tray feature for correct
positioning of liner.
Optional Extra
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Ground-Lock System.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
• Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Dimensions
Container volume: 19 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 14 gallons
Height: 34“
Width: 29“
Depth: 31“
Weight: 33lbs
Color
Bright Green.
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Ashtray Options
Jubilee Ashtray

Quick & Easy Emptying

Push plunger down through aperture to open the trap door to release the
ashtray contents into the liner.

ASHTRAY OPTIONS

Stainless Steel Ashtray

Large stainless steel one-piece ashtray.

Trash can

Page

Large stainless steel two-piece ashtray. Supplied
complete with retention cable.

Jubilee Stainless
Ashtray Steel Ashtray

29

3

Glasdon Jubilee 29G

26

3

Neopolitan

27

3

Sherwood

29

Topsy

27

3

3

3 Jubilee or Stainless Steel

Topsy Jubilee

23

3

3

3 Jubilee or Stainless Steel

Topsy Royale

23

3

3

Cigarette Stubber Plate

Cigarette Stubber Plate

Community

Large stainless steel three-piece ashtray with
removable liner. Supplied complete with retention
cable and chain.

3 Jubilee or Stainless Steel
3 Jubilee

3

3 Jubilee or Stainless Steel
3 Sherwood or Stainless Steel
Jubilee

Jubilee, Stainless Steel and
specific aperture stubber plates
are available.

3 Jubilee or Stainless Steel

Important Safety Notice
Hood-Mounted Ashtrays: To ensure safe operation at all times, routine care must be taken to
remove any debris which could impede the return of the ashtray base to its fully closed position.
Firexpire is not available on trash cans fitted with the Jubilee Ashtray
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Stainless Steel

Sherwood Open Top

Combo™ Trash Can
The Combo trash can is a multi-purpose food waste container
that features a 36 gallon capacity. The unit's smooth contours
ensures that no dirt gets trapped and cleaning requires
minimal effort. The durable construction of this trash can
also make it ideal to be used outdoors and is popular among
schools, colleges, restaurants and quick service food chains.
Design Features
• Choice of aperture flap or open front model.
• Bag holder system.
• Door retention arm.
Optional Extras
• Tray stacking top.
• Tray shelf
• Tray restricting bar.
• Rear wheels and handle.
• Plastic bags for use with bag holder system.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).

INTERNAL TRASH CANS

Materials
Body, door, flap & tray top: Durapol.
Bag holder system: Stainless steel.
Dimensions
Capacity: 36 gallons
Height: 47“
Height with tray top: 49“
Width: 23“
Depth: 24“
Weight: 47lbs (with open front)
Colors
Standard colors: Red, Cool Light Gray, Black.
Non standard colors: Dark Blue, Deep Green.
(Available as any single color or 2 color combination.)

Standard Color Options
Red

Cool Light
Gray

Black

Recycling Container with Tray Shelf (see page 17)
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Statesman™ Trash Can
A large capacity, easy to maintain, round indoor trash can with a swing top
option to cleverly hide any unsightly trash, yet still providing easy access.
Design Features
• Trash-it symbol in Gold, Silver, Black
or White.
• Choice of swing top or open top.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.
Optional Extras
• Swing top in chrome.
• Personalization.
Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.

Dimensions
Container capacity: 37 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 34“
Diameter: 21“
Weight: 33lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Millstone, Sandstone,
White.
Non standard colors: Red, Dark Blue,
Deep Green, Black.

Standard Color Options
Millstone

Sandstone

White

Tweed™ Trash Can
An attractive combined ash/trash unit which will complement many
locations. Tweed is designed for use with the innovative Glasdon Firexpire
fire safety device.
Design Features
• One-piece ashtray top in chrome.
• Zinc-coated steel liner with bag holder.
Optional Extras
• Firexpire fire safety device.
• Personalization.
Materials
Body: Durapol.
Liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Top: Mild steel with chrome plated finish
or anodized aluminum.

Dimensions
Container capacity: 12 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 10 gallons
Height: 31“
Diameter: 14“
Weight: 20lbs
Colors
Standard color: Light Gray
Non standard colors: Millstone,
Sandstone, White, Dark Blue, Red, Yellow,
Light Green, Deep Green, Black.

Standard Color
Light Gray

Cedar™ Trash Can
This stylish trash container offers an 18 gallon capacity and is available in
a range of attractive colors. The standard model has a chrome plated steel
rim top.
Design Features
• Rim top in chrome.
Optional Extra
• Personalization.
Materials
Body: Durapol.
Liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Top: Mild steel with chrome plated finish.

Standard Color
Light Gray
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Dimensions
Container capacity: 18 gallons
Rigid liner capacity: 15 gallons
Height: 31“
Diameter: 14“
Weight: 17lbs
Colors
Standard color: Light Gray
Non standard colors: Millstone,
Sandstone, White, Dark Blue, Red, Yellow,
Light Green, Deep Green, Black.

Eco Nexus® 16G & 23G Trash Can
Economically priced Eco Nexus trash cans are sold in packs of
5 units. The waste receptacles take up minimal space, which
allows flexibility of siting. Quantity discounts apply depending
on number of packs ordered.
Design Features
• Integral bag holder system.
• Smooth internal and external surfaces means the unit is easy to
clean.
Optional Extras
• Personalization.
Material
Body: Durapol
Dimensions
Eco Nexus 16G
Capacity: 16 gallons
Height:
23“
Width:
21“
Depth:
14“
Weight: 6lbs

Eco Nexus 23G
23 gallons
32“
21“
14“
8lbs

Color
Body: Mid Gray

Standard Color
Mid Gray

Envoy™ Trash Can
A range of unique D-shaped trash cans offering the choice of
locating flush against walls, siting back-to-back or in a cluster
of three. Envoy is available in two heights.
Design Features
• Trash-it symbol in Gold, Silver,
Black or White.
• Choice of swing top or open
top.

Materials
Body & top: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Chrome rim and plate: Mild steel
with chrome plate finish.

Optional Extras
• Swing top c/w chrome plate.
• Decorative rim in chrome.
• Lock.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.
• Personalization.

Colors
Standard colors: Millstone,
Sandstone, Light Gray, White.
Non standard colors: Red, Dark
Blue, Deep Green, Black.

Dimensions
Container capacity:
Rigid liner capacity:
Height:
Width:
Depth:
Weight (with liner):

Envoy 29G
29 gallons
22 gallons
34“
21“
15“
28lbs

Envoy 24G
24 gallons
18 gallons
29“
21“
15“
23lbs

Standard Color Options
Millstone

Sandstone

Light Gray

White

Chrome Swing Top
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Ashmount SG™Cigarette Unit Ashguard SG™Cigarette Unit
A contemporary styled cigarette unit fitted as standard with
SmokeGuard™, an ingenious smoke-dampening device.

A contemporary designed floor-mounted cigarette unit, fitted as
standard with SmokeGuard smoke-dampening device.

Design Features
• Cigarette symbol.
• Double-sided key lock.
• SmokeGuard device.
• Stainless steel stubbing grille and
apertures.
• Magnetic liner stay.
• Anodized aluminum domed top.

Design Features
• 4 x Cigarette symbols.
• SmokeGuard device.
• Stainless steel stubbing grille and
apertures.
• Anodized aluminum domed top.
• Removable door.
Optional Extra
• Free standing plate.

CIGARETTE UNITS / ASH RECEPTACLES

Fixing Options
• Permanent and lift-off wall fixings.
• Glass-mounting kit.
• Post-mounting kit.

Fixing Options
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).

Materials
Body & backbone: Durapol.
Stubbing grille:
Bright annealed 304 stainless steel.
Hood cap: Anodized aluminum.
Smoke deflector:
Self finished aluminum.
Liner c/w smoke chute:
Zinc coated mild steel.

Materials
Body & door: Durapol.
Stubbing grille:
Bright annealed 304 stainless steel.
Hood cap: Anodized aluminum
Smoke deflector:
Self finished aluminum.
Liner c/w smoke chute:
Zinc coated steel.

Dimensions
Liner capacity: 0.8 gallons
Height: 21“
Width: 8“
Depth: 5“
Weight: 4lbs

Dimensions
Liner capacity: 3 gallons
Height: 41“
Width: 11“
Depth: 8“
Weight: 19lbs

Color
Black.

Color
Black.

Ashmount™Cigarette Unit

Ashguard™Cigarette Unit

Ashmount and Mini Ashmount are attractive in design, with a silver
outer which will complement any environment.

Ashguard is fire-safe to combat the potentially hazardous problem
of discarded cigarettes. Two models are available, either dark gray
or stainless steel.

Design Features
• Cigarette symbol.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.

Design Features
• Cigarette symbol.
• Zinc-coated steel liner.

Fixing Options
• Wall-mounting kit.
• Glass-mounting kit.
• Post-mounting kit.

Fixing Options
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).

Materials
Ashmount: Vandalex™. (Vandal
resisting Silver anodized aluminum)
Liner: Zinc coated steel.
Dimensions
Ashmount
Liner capacity: 0.8 gallons
Height: 13“
Width: 12“
Depth: 4“
Weight: 8lbs

Materials
Dark Gray Ashguard:
Armortec™ coated, zinc-coated steel.
Stainless steel Ashguard:
Stainless steel.
Stubbing grille: Stainless steel.
Liner: Zinc coated steel.
Ashmount

Mini Ashmount
Liner capacity: 0.4 gallons
Height: 13“
Width: 6“
Depth: 4“
Weight: 5lbs

Mini Ashmount
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Dimensions
Capacity: 1 gallon
Height: 39“
Width: 8“
Depth: 10“
Weight: 30lbs

Stainless Steel

Armortec coated, zinccoated steel

Retriever City™ Pet Waste Station
Retriever City dog waste station offers an integrated bag
dispenser and chute system within one pet waste unit.
Retriever City requires minimal maintenance and is the ideal
dog waste station for keeping sidewalks clean in urban areas,
public spaces and bark parks.

Optional Extras
• Dog leash hook
• Dog waste pick-up bags (4
packs of 250)
• Personalization.

Fixing Options
• Ground Lock system.
• Ground Fixing Bolts.
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Post-mounting kit.
• Wall-mounting kit.
Materials
Body & door: Durapol.
Chute: Durapol.
Dimensions
Capacity: 9 gallons
Height: 45“
Width: 17“
Depth: 14“
Weight: 35lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Black, Anthracite
Gray.
Non standard colors: Red, Deep
Green.

Standard Color Options
Black

Anthracite
Gray

Fido™ Pet Waste Station
Fido pet waste station has a Durapol self-returning lid and
a molded plastic liner, which is removable for cleaning and
disinfecting. An easy to use bag dispenser is also available
which attaches to the side of the unit.
Design Features
• 'Pet waste only' logo.
• Molded plastic liner.
Optional Extras
• Bag dispenser.
• Bag dispenser bags.
• Plastic bags.
• Personalization.
Fixing Options
• Post-mounting kit.
• Wall-mounting kit.
• Extended Base Post.
• Ground-Lock system.

Materials
Body: Duraplus™.
Lid: Durapol.
Molded plastic liner:
Polyethylene.
Dimensions
Capacity: 7 gallons
Height: 22“
Width: 15“
Depth: 12“
Weight: 8lbs
Colors
Standard colors: Red, Deep
Green.

Standard Color Options
Red

Deep
Green
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PET WASTE STATIONS

Design Features
• Integral dispenser allows only
one bag to be taken at a time.
• Secure, tamper resistant chute
system.
• Extremely robust body and
door.
• Clear graphics encourage
correct use.
• Secure, vandal resistant locking
mechanism.
• Door-opening design provides
easy access for removal and
replacement of bags.
• Space saving narrow footprint.

Guardian™ Life Ring Cabinet
Constant exposure to the elements can cause deterioration
of vital life saving equipment such as life rings and torpedo
buoys. The Guardian life ring holder is manufactured from
corrosion-resistant Durapol material which helps to protect
water rescue equipment from weather damage. The strong
construction of the life ring cabinet also acts as a deterrent
to vandals and thieves, reducing the frequency of costly
equipment replacement.
Guardian life ring cabinets incorporate purpose-designed
Ropemaster™, which allows the life ring and rope to be
removed from the life ring holder in one movement using just
the one hand. This quick release system could save valuable
seconds during water rescue attempts.
The unit also has a usage indicator which allows for quick and
easy inspection of the life ring holder, helping to minimize any
maintenance. A break in the security seal informs the operator
that the Guardian life ring holder has been tampered with and
therefore, a complete inspection is required.

WATER SAFETY EQUIPMENT

The Guardian life ring holders can be installed at your site
at intervals of 164 feet to meet ILO safety standards or at
intervals of 200 feet to meet OSHA regulations.
Design Features
• Rope and buoy retention lip.
• Knuckle hinge and hinge rod.
• Toggle latch.
• Ropemaster rope management
system.
• Grab handle recess.
• Buoy and rope retention tabs.
• Usage indicator plate.

Fixing Options
• Wall mounting fixing kit
• Rail mounting fixing kit
• Concrete-in Extended post with
fixings
• Surface mounted post with
fixings

Optional Extras
• Inspection window.
• Operator inspection lid stay.
• Instruction Graphic.
• Personalization.
• 24" or 30" US Coast Guard
Approved Life Ring with 100'
Rope

Dimensions
Guardian 24
Height: 36“
Width: 30“
Depth: 10“
Weight: 20lbs

Material
Durapol
Guardian 30
42“
35“
10“
23lbs

Colors
Red & White, Yellow & White
(Guardian 30 only).

Life Rings
USCG Type IV approved, life rings are an
ideal buoyancy aid for use around any
location where there is a drop to the water.
The life rings are available in a 24” or 30”
size and can be stored in the protective
Guardian life ring cabinets.

Guardian 30
Holds one 30” Life Ring
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Guardian 24
Holds one 24” Life Ring

Advocate™ Sidewalk Poster Stand

Design Features
• Frames a 30 (w) x 40 (h) inch
sized poster
• Two piece design (Body and
Base) for simple self-assembly
• Nylon fixing pegs to secure the
body to the base
• Large curved base
• Fill port and cap to ease filling
of the base with water or sand
• Rubber wheels allow the
unit to be manoeuvred when
ballasted
• Foot rest detail provides an
area to place your foot to ease
manoeuvring
• Clear polycarbonate protector
• Press studs hold the clear
protector open when replacing
the poster
• Stainless steel poster clips
• Strong magnetic strips provide
a secure fixing all around the
poster
• Gasket which acts as an
effective seal helping to

SIDEWALK SIGNS

The Advocate sidewalk poster stand is made for use indoors
and outdoors, and has been tested to hurricane force winds.
This large free standing sidewalk display sign holds a 30"(w)
x 40"(h) poster poster to give outstanding visual impact. The
posters can easily be changed, providing a cost–effective way
of advertising your products or service. The Advocate is also
available as a wall mounted poster display sign.
minimise the risk of water
reaching the poster
• Two fixing points allow the
sign to be chained to a post for
added security
Optional Extras
• Double sided display (sidewalk
model)
• Personalization
Materials
Body and Base: Durapol
Clear protector: Polycarbonate
with light gray printed border
Wheels: Rubber
Dimensions
Height: 60" Width: 35" Depth: 30"
Weight: Body and Base: 46lbs
Body and Base with Sand Ballast:
216lbs
Poster size: 30" (w) x 40" (h).
Note: Please allow a 1" space on all
four edges of the poster to ensure the
printed border on the clear protector
does not cover information.

Color
Mid Gray

Wall mounted model

Infomaster™ Bollard
Infomaster can be used for a variety of applications with a
number of alternative sign faces. The slim design and narrow
footprint makes it ideal for locations where space may be
limited.
Infomaster has been specially designed to be visible through
a car windshield or side window. A sign can be displayed on
both sides of the bollard and used between parking bays to
eliminate the need to purchase another bollard.

Optional Extras
• Versatile sign options.
• Side reflectors.
• Personalization.

Material
Durapol

BOLLARDS

Design Features
• Rigid construction.
• Narrow footprint.
• Double sided.
• Recessed sign face.
• Three point fixing.
• Tamper proof fixing cover caps.

Dimensions
Height: 47“
Width: 15“
Depth: 7“
Weight: 13lbs
Sign Face
Height: 10“
Width: 12“
Colors
Black, Millstone.

Fixing Options
• Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable
depth).
• Bolt-down fixing kit.

Standard Color Options
Black

Millstone
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Rollastor™ Grit Bin
WINTER SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Rollastor Grit Bin is a handy winter safety unit that is ideal for
every organization when ice or snow poses a danger.
The grit bin is manufactured from tough, high density
polyethylene and is designed with a front hopper feed
aperture which allows easy removal of contents. The Rollastor
Grit Bin can be easily wheeled from one area to another to
assist with the manual gritting of larger spaces, whilst the
handy retention clip holds any additional tools - such as the
lightweight Sno-Buddy™ shovel - securely in place.
Optional Extra
• Personalization.
Material
Durapol
Dimensions
Capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 37”1/4
Length: 18”15/16
Width: 21”11/16
Weight capacity: 291 lbs loose grit (approx. 5 x 58 lbs bags)
Color
Dark Gray

Litta-Pikka™ Trash Collection Tool
Litta-Pikka collection tool has been purpose-designed for
strength, durability and ease of use.

TRASH COLLECTION

Materials
Litta-Pikka: Reinforced composite
tube construction.
Claws, central guide & hinge:
Impact-absorbing polymer.
Tips: Stainless Steel
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Dimensions
Length: 35“
Weight: 1lb

Trash Cans - Fixing Options Guide
The majority of trash cans featured in this catalogue specify two capacities. The ‘Container Volume’ is the total capacity the container liner will hold with the
contents measured heaped. The ‘Liner Capacity’ is the capacity the container liner will hold with the contents measured flat.
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Post Mounting Trash Cans - Fixing Options Guide
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FIXING OPTIONS

Glasdon Jubilee 29G

External Ballast

Trash Cans - Fixing Options Guide
Flush Ground Fixing

Ground Fixing Bolts
Ground bolt

Inside base
of trash can

Concreting-in

Concrete-in Anchor

Trash can set into concrete
foundation

(Adjustable Depth)

Removable
threaded
studs

Removable
threaded studs
Sidewalk or
concrete

Ground

Ground
Concrete

Concrete

Concrete

Flush
ground
fixing
device

Ground-Lock™ System
Ground

For use where trash cans may be removed and later
resited. Flush ground fixing means that there is no trip
hazard from protruding objects above ground level.

Internal Ballast

Concretein Anchor

Ground

External Ballast
Depending on the trash can a universal
recycled polymer plinth, a concrete plinth or
a metal plinth can be attached with bolts to
the litter bin.

Glasdon Ground-Lock system is a versatile fixing system for securing
hooded, open-topped and post-mounted trash cans in ‘soft’ or
unsurfaced ground.
Quick and easy to install,
without excavating or
concreting, the system
has a unique ‘remove
and resite’ locking
feature, so trash cans
can be relocated.
Ground-Lock system is
also vandal-resistant, the
secure siting keeps trash
in its place.
(Ground-Lock system
fixing tool required.)

Concrete
Trash can installed with
Ground-Lock system.

Plinth

Ground

Internal view of trash can
showing bolt fixing to
Ground-Lock system.

Post Mounting Pet Waste Units Fixing Options Guide
Ground-Lock System
Glasdon Ground-Lock system is a
versatile fixing system for securing
post-mounted trash cans in ‘soft’ or
unsurfaced ground. Quick and easy to
install, without excavating or concreting,
the system has a unique ‘remove and
resite’ locking feature, so trash cans can
be relocated. Ground-Lock system is also
vandal-resistant, the secure siting keeps
trash in its place.
(Ground-Lock system fixing tool required.)

Extended Base Post Fixing System
A secure belowground permanent
fixing method for use
with post mounting
trash cans and dog
waste units. (Post
may vary according to
product.)

Concrete/
Cement
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Ground

Bollards - Fixing Options Guide
Infomaster

Page

Material

Standard Bolt-Down Fixing

Concrete-in Anchor (Adjustable Depth)

26

Durapol

4

4

Standard Bolt-Down Fixing (onto existing concrete foundations)
A strong bolt-down fixing, which is quick to
install with minimum disruption. Suitable for
existing concrete sub-surfaces. In the event
of damage the bollards are easy to replace by
using the existing fixing.
Ideal for installation where below-ground
fixing is not possible. For example, if there are
underground electricity cables or water supplies,
or on bridges and parking decks where there
could be waterproof membranes.

Ground
Level

Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth)
Easy to install, allows easy
replacement of the bollard if
required. This can be used in
areas where there is not an
existing suitable concrete subsurface to bolt down to.
Easy to install and once in place
allows simple reinstatement of
the bollard without the need for
additional groundwork.

Ground
Level

High Performance Materials
Glasdon products are manufactured from high performance materials and undergo stringent quality checks to ensure durability and best
value, underlining our commitment to provide quality products.
Throughout this brochure reference is made to the following materials:
Armortec™ is a corrosion resistant coating, which is specially formulated to extend the life of Glasdon metal products and components
used externally.
Duraplus™ material is a polymer specially engineered to provide enhanced resilience, which gives improved recovery from impact.
Durapol™ material is a polymer formulated to withstand extremes of temperature and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance
Laboratory. Durapol will not chip or rust, is easy to clean and never needs painting.
Duratec™ material has been specially created for use in indoor environments. In addition to its attractive appearance it offers a blend of
toughness, rigidity and dimensional stability.
Vandalex™ material is an aluminum alloy engineered to produce a high modulus of elasticity, which offers increased impact absorption
properties. Its hard anodized finish will not rust, is easy to clean and never needs painting.
All Glasdon products manufactured from Durapol, Duraplus, Vandalex and stainless steel can be recycled at the end of their service life.

™

Firexpire device is a fire extinguishing plate fitted
within the top of the trash can. Should a fire break
out inside the container, a special replaceable, heat
responsive device releases the plate which then
seals off the mouth of the liner and snuffs out the
fire through oxygen starvation. Replacement of the
heat responsive device using only a screwdriver
resets Firexpire device on site.
(Firexpire device is an effective low cost auxiliary device
and must never replace primary fire prevention measures.
Obstructions preventing the plate from dropping may
adversely affect the function of the unit and as many
Firexpire devices are used in unsupervised locations, regular
inspection and immediate replacement of any damaged or
distorted components is essential.)

- Fire Safety Device

Stage 1
A burning match is
carelessly discarded into
a trash container.

Stage 2
The fire takes hold.

Stage 3
In under a minute, the
fire extinguishing plate
drops on to the liner.

Production surveillée
Sécurité testée

FIREXPIRE device complies
with the testing and
certification regulations of
the TÜV Product Service.

Stage 4
The fire is contained.
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Glasdon, Inc.
5200D Anthony Road
Sandston
VA 23150

, Admiral, Advocate, Armortec, Ashguard, Ashguard SG, Ashmount, Ashmount SG, C-Thru, Canyon, Cedar, Combo, Combo
Delta, Community, Duraplus, Durapol, Duratec, Eco Nexus, Envoy, Everglade, Everwood, Fido, Firexpire, Froggo, Glasdon Jubilee, Glasdon
Orbit, Ground-Lock, Guardian, Infomaster, Integro City, Litta-Pikka, Neopolitan, Nexus, Retriever City, Rollastor, Ropemaster, Sherwood,
SmokeGuard, Sno-Buddy, Splash, Statesman, TidyBear, Topsy, Topsy Jubilee, Topsy Royale, Tweed and Vandalex are trademarks or
registered trademarks of GLASDON GROUP or its subsidiaries in the UK and other countries.

Sales Inquiries: 1-855-USGLASDON
General Inquiries: 804-726-3777
Fax: 804-726-3778
E-mail: info@glasdon.com
Web: www.glasdon.com

Glasdon Group Limited Is An Equal Opportunities Employer.
© Glasdon, Inc. 05/2017 Glasdon reserve the right to alter price and specification without prior notice.
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